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1 Rendered perspective of an urban scenario combining

productive agricultural land with densification on the site
of a former railway storage spur (Patt 2013)

This project comprises one facet of a cooperative research study, the Food Urbanism
Initiative, which addresses the potential for productive urban landscape to play a generative role in the densification of the contemporary city, in Switzerland and elsewhere.
The aspect of the project specifically presented here seeks to distill and synthesize
design and logistical intelligence produced by partner teams into a computational
workflow that automates the analysis of a complexly interrelated set of parameters to
project scenarios for urban design that integrate increased residential density, professional and amateur agricultural land, and production space for secondary industries
related to agriculture.
Because the partner teams are continually refining or producing new information in
parallel with the development of this design engine, adaptability and flexibility are
essential to the definition of the project.
Finally, generative urban modeling activates this information through the interrelationships of spatial and programmatic requirements of urbanity.
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GEOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION

DEMOGRAPHICS

A public survey was conducted which asked
a number of questions about the citizens’
relationship to agriculture, produce, and their
perception of the city and neighborhood.
The responses were mapped singularly
and as composite values (respondents’
addresses were restricted to the city quarters
for anonymity). Shown here (far left) is a
value which summarizes “Urban Agriculture
Attitude”, a hybrid value compiled from a
handful of questions. The size of each wedge
represents the percent of respondents at each
value from strongly opposed (blue) to strongly
in favor (red).
Demographic data was available for each
sector (a subdivision of the quarter) giving more
precision. The map reproduced here (near left)
depicts age groups, at each sector the left
wedge shows the percent of the population
between 20-39 years of age, the right wedge
those older than 65 years—the survey results
showed a high correlation between age and
attitudes toward urban agriculture.

Various aspects of the built
environment were mapped
to reveal quantitative data
about the morphology of the
city that were not immediately
apparent from purely visual
maps. Here is shown a map
of the percent of the ground
unbuilt, which varied from
under 25% in the center to
over 95% in the forests at the
city perimeter (far left).
Another map featured the
actual distance needed to
travel between points given
the topology of the road
network—which is affected by
the topographic situation—
and revealed areas of high
discontinuity (near left).

BUILT
ENVIRONMENT

SURVEY

Geographic maps focused on
the very active topography of
the city of Lausanne modeled
at a resolution of 10m (later this
was increased to 4m) in order
to isolate relatively shallow
land from slopes too steep for
efficient agricultural production
(far left).
The topographic model was
also used to calculate accurate
solar exposure throughout
the year. Shown here are four
measurements at 7:30,11:30,
15:30, and 19:30 on the 21st
of June (near left).
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PROJECT -SUMMARY:

This project is one facet of a cooperative research study, the Food Urbanism Initiative (FUI),1 addressing the potential
for productive urban landscape to play a generative role in the densification of the contemporary city in Switzerland
and elsewhere.2 The project specifically presented here seeks to distill and synthesize design and logistical intelligence
produced by partner teams into a computational workflow that automates the analysis of a complexly interrelated set
of parameters—
•
geographic information
•
solar exposure
•
demographic data
•
popular surveys
•
the lifespan and duration of the existing built context:
density
transit
public green space
•
existing urban initiatives
•
new urban typologies
—to project scenarios for urban design which integrate increased residential density, professional and amateur
agricultural land, and production space for secondary industries related to agriculture.

1
FUI is directed by Verzone Woods Architects (Rougemont) and includes teams from Agri-Food & Agri-Environmental Economics Group, ETH-Z
(Zürich), Agroscope (Zürich/Ettenhausen/Nyon), Agridea (Lausanne) and the Media × Design Lab, EPFL (Lausanne). FUI is funded under National Research
Programme 65 “New Urban Quality” sponsored by the Swiss National Science Foundation.
2
CPULs: Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes. Andre Viljoen and Joe Howe, eds. Architectural Press, Burlington, 2005.

CRITICAL CARTOGRAPHY

This series of maps at the scale of the of the entire city Lausanne was created with a three-dimensional parametric
modeling software,3 which enabled efficient spatial analysis and cross referencing of data within an integrated workflow
(above). The raw data was previously found in multiple file formats and platforms and lacked spatial definition making
it difficult for the research team to assess potential sites for their suitability to urban agriculture.
The unification of this data into a single parametric model allowed the quick production of dozens of illustrative and
analytical maps which were shared within the research team. Of particular interest was the identification of large open
areas, which might be capable of supporting a professional-scale farm; zones of the city whose adjacent population
viewed urban agriculture favorably and expressed an interest in participating in gardening initiatives, locations which
lacked nearby public green space, and sections of the city underserved by pedestrian and transit infrastructure. This
led to the selection of a region called Sébeillon/Malley, which is detailed on the next page.
Raw geographic data was sourced from swisstopo4 and was converted from ESRI .zip files using the filebakery web
app5 and custom written VB.NET code.
A public opinion survey was conducted by the partner team at AFEE6 and the results were compared with demographic
information from SCRIS7 to map attributes which shaped attitudes toward urban agriculture within the city and toward
the formation and amenities of the city.
Further maps were produced through analysis of the spatial and morphological aspects of the city, especially relating to
density, open space, and accessibility. Much of this raw data—such as street and rail networks, building footprints and
heights—was also supplied by swisstopo, converted and imported in a similar manner as the geographic information.
3
The Grasshopper plugin for Rhinoceros3D: grasshopper3d.com
4
Reproduced with the authorisation of swisstopo (JA100120)
Source: Bundesamt für Landestopografie swisstopo (Art. 30 GeoIV): 5704 000 000
5
filebakery.com by Jessica Lord and Max Ogden
6
see note 1, the survey was conducted by Therese Haller
7
Statistique Vaud: Service Cantonal de Recherche et d’Information Statistiques
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